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KLleon TECHNOLOGY

A technology that can 
convert or generate the 
face and voice of a person 
in a video close to real-time 
with one face image and
30 seconds of voice data.

ORIGINAL RESOURCE (1) FACE

FACE CONVERSION

VIRTUAL FACE

Change the face which you want to

Put one’s make-up on your face

Make faces from various angles

Make a various facial expression

Make a face from kid to adult

Create a new virtual face

VIRTUAL MAKEUP

EMOTION GENERATION

AGE GENERATION

FACE GENERATION
ORIGINAL

ORIGINAL

RESULT

RESULT

(2) VOICE (3) BODY

STS BODY GENERATION

Change voice according to the tone and intonation Make a body image like a video movement

Synthesis of voice-mouth shape according to sound

Synthesis in various languages Extract a 3D body-shaped landmark

VOICE-LIP MOTION GENERATION

MULTI LANGUAGE TTS 3D POSE DETECTION WITH CAMERA

TONE

SITTING POSE

APPLIED

+

+
INTONATION



-Won 2 CES Innovation Awards

-Enterprise value has quadrupled
to attract Pre-A Investment
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-Participate MPAI-MMC
Framework Licence

-TIPS(Tech Incubating Program
for Starup Korea) Program

-Incorporation and
Technology Development

-Attracted Seed Investment
from Bluepoint Partners

-Attracted Series A Investment
from KAKAO Investment

-POC with Hyundai

-POC with LG Electronics

-POC with CJ ENM

-Establishment of a Japanese Cor.

KLleon is a tech culture startup that leads the cultural industry by 
deep learning generation technology. 

KLleon has a technology named ‘Deep Human’ that can convert or 
generate the face and voice of a person in a video close to real-time 
with a single face image and 30 seconds of voice data. Based on 
‘Deep Human’ technology, KLleon has developed one service and 2 
products that are video-sharing social media platform ‘KAMELO’, 
user - custom virtual AI chatbot ‘Klone’ and automatic dubbing 
solution ‘Klling’.
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HOME FACE CHANGE COMMUNITY

01.

ABOUT

MAIN SCREEN

FUNCTION

KAMELO is a social media platform.

You can easily produce video by changing the main character into 
different person with a single image and 30 seconds of voice data. 
KAMELO allows users to share and communicate new and interesting 
contents that are not seen in existing services.

Social Media

FACE CHANGE

NEW FACE

FUN-SOUND

MAKE-UP

Original Face Be the main character
of any video

Create a new virtual face

Put one’s make-up
on your face

Change your voice by applying 
mouth and intonation

Face A Face B

Original Sound

Original Look



02.

ABOUT

MAIN SCREEN

FUNCTION

Klone is a virtual human AI chatbot.

Klone is an user-custom AI virtual chatbot where the users can video chat 
with their own created virtual character. Klone lets you create a virtual 
character that fits your preference that you could select the occupation, 
hairstyle, gender, body type of the character you want to create.

AI Virtual Chatbot

LANDING PAGE

FEATURE TECH

FACE

VOICE

LOOK

CHATBOT

VARIOUS FIELDS

COMPATIBLE DEVICES
kiosk•mobile•tablet•web

kiosk•broadcaster
instructor•receptionist
curator•counselor
ARS•CS service...

Create a face you want without
learning with just one picture

Create a voice you want
with just 30 seconds of voice

Choose 7000+ clips and combine them
to create the person you want

Provide AI chatbot production 
solutions built with the latest natural 
language understanding technology.

Face synthesis technology
Video generation technology

Voice synthesis technology
Mouth shape generation tech

Body shape generation tech

NLU Technology
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ABOUT

MAIN SCREEN

FUNCTION

Klling is a next-generation auto dubbing solution.

Klling is an automatic dubbing solution that dubs the original languages 
of the video with Korea, Japanese, Chinese, and English. Klling creates 
the voice in the user’s native language and syncs the voice with the 
character’s lip shape to eliminate the awkwardness of dubbing.

Auto-dubbing Service

LANDING PAGE

LANGUAGE

APPLY

INTONATION

우리 리정혁씨 나랑 운명이고 싶은거야?

Are you looking forward to be my destiny?

我们的李正赫 你想和我成为命运吗？

リジョンヒョクさん、 私と運命でありたいの？

Klling can make the
actor in the video
speak in 4 languages

Klling can get across
real actor’s feeling
to viewer

Actor’s voice with
mother tongue

1

Klling matches the 
lip movements to 
the sound using
deep-learning 
technology

Voice-lips
Synchronize

2

Klling needs only
3days to complete
the 2-hour TV 
show dubbing

90% Time Saving3

+



http://klleon.io


